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WG Status Update

Newly sent to IESG:

- **draft-ietf-rtcweb-overview**

**Two** WGLC versions of:

- **draft-ietf-rtcweb-jsep**
RTCWEB Agenda

Agenda Day 1:
  Administrivia
  Review Dependencies (chairs)
  JSEP post-last call update & issues (Eric Rescorla)
  SDP draft (Suhas)

Agenda Day 2:
  FEC WG Last Call initiation (Justin)
  IP Handling WG Last Call initiation (Justin)
  Thank Alissa, welcome new AD
WebRTC dependencies still in WGs

draft-ietf-ice-rfc5245bis  draft-ietf-payload-flexible-fec-scheme
draft-ietf-ice-trickle     draft-ietf-rtcweb-fec
draft-ietf-mmusic-ice-sip-sdp  draft-ietf-rtcweb-jsep
draft-ietf-mmusic-rid       draft-ietf-rtcweb-security
draft-ietf-mmusic-sdp-bundle-negotiation  draft-ietf-rtcweb-security-arch
draft-ietf-mmusic-sdp-simulcast  draft-ietf-tram-stunbis

More info in draft-jennings-rtcweb-deps-17.txt
Mostly Done

draft-ietf-mmusic-dtls-sdp AD
draft-ietf-rtcweb-overview In IESG
draft-ietf-avtcore-multi-media-rtp-session RFC-Editor
draft-ietf-avtext-rid RFC-Editor
draft-ietf-ice-dualstack-fairness RFC-Editor
draft-ietf-mmusic-4572-update RFC-Editor
draft-ietf-mmusic-msid RFC-Editor
draft-ietf-mmusic-mux-exclusive RFC-Editor
draft-ietf-mmusic-sctp-sdp RFC-Editor
draft-ietf-mmusic-sdp-mux-attributes RFC-Editor
draft-ietf-rmcat-cc-requirements RFC-Editor
draft-ietf-rtcweb-alpn RFC-Editor
draft-ietf-rtcweb-data-channel RFC-Editor
draft-ietf-rtcweb-data-protocol RFC-Editor
draft-ietf-rtcweb-rtp-usage RFC-Editor
draft-ietf-rtcweb-transports RFC-Editor
draft-ietf-tsvwg-rtcweb-qos RFC-Editor
draft-ietf-tsvwg-sctp-dtls-encaps RFC-Editor